The twin poles of order and chaos. Development as a dynamic, self-ordering system.
The diversity of theories regarding children's development is commensurate with the enormity of the task of seeking ordering designs for explaining behavioral and psychic ontogeny in infants, children, and adults. The purpose of this paper is to look at these developmental theories as epigenetic stages themselves. I shall suggest that the next stage in the epigenesis of theories of development is to see variability and disorder on a continuum with order and stability, as a constant dialectic that moves development along, whether at the level of the cell or at the level of fantasy. I shall explore four questions that are implicitly about development as an ordering process and about theories of development as methods for bringing order to what is an inherently messy, even chaotic. The first two questions--what does it mean to take a developmental perspective, and what does any theory of development need to explain--set the stage for the consideration of some different perspectives for thinking about development. These other perspectives, borrowed from general systems theory, focus on the interplay of order-stability and variability-instability in psychological development. The third question, asks what does a more detailed consideration of the variability or noise in development add to our current developmental perspectives? Exploring dynamic systems and self-ordering processes will lead to several fields not explicitly clinical, psychological, or even psychoanalytic, but I shall circle back to apply these ideas to psychoanalytic perspectives on development, change, and adaptation in the fourth and concluding question. What can these cross-disciplinary attitudes offer to the psychoanalytic developmental perspective, whether in the form of our theories or our work with patients?